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Java An Introduction To Problem Solving And
Programming
Multicore microprocessors are now at the heart of nearly all desktop and laptop
computers. While these chips offer exciting opportunities for the creation of
newer and faster applications, they also challenge students and educators. How
can the new generation of computer scientists growing up with multicore chips
learn to program applications that exploit this latent processing power? This
unique book is an attempt to introduce concurrent programming to first-year
computer science students, much earlier than most competing products. This
book assumes no programming background but offers a broad coverage of Java.
It includes over 150 numbered and numerous inline examples as well as more
than 300 exercises categorized as "conceptual," "programming," and
"experiments." The problem-oriented approach presents a problem, explains
supporting concepts, outlines necessary syntax, and finally provides its solution.
All programs in the book are available for download and experimentation. A
substantial index of at least 5000 entries makes it easy for readers to locate
relevant information. In a fast-changing field, this book is continually updated and
refined. The 2014 version is the seventh "draft edition" of this volume, and
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features numerous revisions based on student feedback. A list of errata for this
version can be found on the Purdue University Department of Computer Science
website.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 7e, is
ideal for introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other
introductory programming courses in departments of Computer Science,
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Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and Business. It also serves as a useful
Java fundamentals reference for programmers. Students are introduced to objectoriented programming and important concepts such as design, testing and
debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance, and exception handling.
The Java coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key
language features. Objects are covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an
emphasis on application programs over applets. MyProgrammingLab for Java is
a total learning package. MyProgrammingLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program that truly engages students in learning. It helps
students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams-resulting in better
performance in the course-and provides educators a dynamic set of tools for
gauging individual and class progress. Teaching and Learning Experience This
program presents a better teaching and learning experience--for you and your
students. Personalized Learning with MyProgrammingLab: Through the power of
practice and immediate personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab helps
students fully grasp the logic, semantics, and syntax of programming. A Concise,
Accessible Introduction to Java: Key Java language features are covered in an
accessible manner that resonates with introductory programmers. Tried-and-true
Pedagogy: Numerous case studies, programming examples, and programming
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tips are used to help teach problem-solving and programming techniques.
Flexible Coverage that Fits your Course: Flexibility charts and optional graphics
sections allow instructors to order chapters and sections based on their course
needs. Instructor and Student Resources that Enhance Learning: Resources are
available to expand on the topics presented in the text. Note: Java: An
Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming with MyProgrammingLab
Access Card Package, 7/e contains: ISBN-10: 0133766268/ISBN-13:
9780133766264 Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming , 7/e
ISBN-10: 0133841030/ISBN-13: 9780133841039 MyProgrammingLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving
and Programming , 7/e MyProgrammingLab is not a self-paced technology and
should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 6e, is ideal for
introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory
programming courses in departments of Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and Business. Students are introduced to objectoriented programming and important concepts such as design, testing and
debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance, and exception handling.
The Java coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key
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language features. Objects are covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an
emphasis on application programs over applets. Updated for Java 7, the Sixth
Edition contains additional programming projects, case studies, and VideoNotes.
MyProgrammingLab, Pearson's new online homework and assessment tool, is
available with this edition. Subscriptions to MyProgrammingLab are available to
purchase online or packaged with your textbook (unique ISBN). Use the following
ISBNs to purchase MyProgrammingLab: Java: Introduction to Problem Solving
and Programming & MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText Student Access
Code Card for Java, 6/E ISBN: 0132774151 This package includes the¿ Java: An
Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 6e, textbook, an access card
for MyProgrammingLab, and a Pearson eText student access code card for the
Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 6e, Pearson eText.
MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Java: Intro to
Problem Solving and Programming, 6/E ISBN: 0132772388 This stand-alone
access card package contains an access card for MyProgrammingLab and a
Pearson eText student access code card for the¿ Java: An Introduction to
Problem Solving and Programming, 6e, Pearson eText. Purchase instant access
to MyProgrammingLab online.
Introduction to Programming with Java: A Problem Solving Approach teaches the
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reader how to write programs using Java. It does so with a unique approach that
combines fundamentals first with objects early. The book transitions smoothly
through a carefully selected set of procedural programming fundamentals to
object-oriented fundamentals. During this early transition and beyond, the book
emphasizes problem solving. For example, Chapter 2 is devoted to algorithm
development, Chapter 8 is devoted to program design, and problem-solving
sections appear throughout the book. The second edition adds new language
features and end-of-chapter GUI sections that include animation. New chapters
include an introduction to the Java Collections Framework and an in-depth
treatment of recursion. Two new supplementary chapters on the book’s
companion website describe the JavaFX GUI platform. Before diving into objectoriented programming (OOP) in Chapter 6, the second edition includes a “minichapter” that describes how to write multiple-method programs in a non-OOP
environment. Those who want to continue this theme can follow an optional “late
objects” approach by reading two chapters on the book’s website before
returning to OOP in Chapter 6. Some key features include: •A conversational,
easy-to-follow writing style. •Simple GUI programming early, in an optional
standalone graphics track. •Well-identified alternatives for altering the book's
sequence to fit individual needs. •Well-developed projects in six different
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academic disciplines, with a handy summary. •Detailed customizable
PowerPointTM lecture slides, with icon-keyed hidden notes. I have used the
Dean and Dean book in my Introduction to Java Programming class for the past
year. This is an excellent text and I am very happy with it. It is the only text that I
have ever used that always gets positive comments from students on my class
evaluations even though there is no question asked about the text. The chapters
are well thought out and the coverage is complete. The progression from topic-totopic is masterful, and the writing is exceptionally clear and at the perfect level for
an introductory Java class. – Ralph Duffy, South Seattle Community College
Data Structures and Problem Solving Using Java, Second Edition provides a
practical introduction to data structures and algorithms from the viewpoint of
abstract thinking and problem solving, as well as the use of Java. This text has a
clear separation of the interface and implementation to promote abstract thinking.
Java allows the programmer to write the interface and implementation separately,
to place them in separate files and compile separately, and to hide the
implementation details. This book goes a step further: the interface and
implementation are discussed in separate parts of the book. Part I (Tour of Java),
Part II (Algorithms and Building Blocks), and Part III (Applications) lay the
groundwork by discussing basic concepts and tools and providing some practical
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examples, but implementation of data structures is not shown until Part IV
(Implementations). Class interfaces are written and used before the
implementation is known, forcing the reader to think about the functionality and
potential efficiency of the various data structures (e.g., hash tables are written
well before the hash table is implemented). *NEW! Complete chapter covering
Design Patterns (Chapter 5). *NE
Extensively revised, the new Second Edition of Programming and Problem
Solving with Java continues to be the most student-friendly text available. The
authors carefully broke the text into smaller, more manageable pieces by
reorganizing chapters, allowing student to focus more sharply on the important
information at hand. Using Dale and Weems' highly effective "progressive
objects" approach, students begin with very simple yet useful class design in
parallel with the introduction of Java's basic data types, arithmetic operations,
control structures, and file I/O. Students see first hand how the library of objects
steadily grows larger, enabling ever more sophisticated applications to be
developed through reuse. Later chapters focus on inheritance and polymorphism,
using the firm foundation that has been established by steadily developing
numerous classes in the early part of the text. A new chapter on Data Structures
and Collections has been added making the text ideal for a one or two-semester
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course. With its numerous new case studies, end-of-chapter material, and clear
descriptive examples, the Second Edition is an exceptional text for discovering
Java as a first programming language!
If you’re new to Java—or new to programming—this best-selling book will guide you through the
language features and APIs of Java 11. With fun, compelling, and realistic examples, authors
Marc Loy, Patrick Niemeyer, and Daniel Leuck introduce you to Java fundamentals—including
its class libraries, programming techniques, and idioms—with an eye toward building real
applications. You’ll learn powerful new ways to manage resources and exceptions in your
applications—along with core language features included in recent Java versions. Develop with
Java, using the compiler, interpreter, and other tools Explore Java’s built-in thread facilities
and concurrency package Learn text processing and the powerful regular expressions API
Write advanced networked or web-based applications and services
For introductory Computer Science courses using Java (CS1with Java), and other introductory
programming courses in departments of Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Computer
Information Systems, Management Information Systems, Information Technology, and
Business. Trusted authors Savitch and Carrano examine problem solving and programming
techniques with Java. Students are introduced to object-oriented programming and important
concepts such as design, testing and debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance,
and exception handling. The Java coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers
key language features. Objects are covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an emphasis
on application programs over applets. Revised throughout for enhanced clarity, the Fifth
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Edition has been entirely redesigned with a more accessible feel. Supplements Include:
*VideoNotes: Pearson's new visual tool designed for teaching students key programming
concepts and techniques. These short step-by-step videos demonstrate how to solve problems
from design through coding.VideoNotes allow for self-paced instruction with easy navigation
including the ability to select, play, rewind, fast-forward, and stop within each VideoNote
exercise.Margin icons in your textbook let you know when a VideoNotes video is available for a
particular concept or homework problem. (available 7/31/08)*Power Point Lecture Slides
*Selected Solutions to text exercises *GOAL (Gradiance Online Accelerated Learning), http:
//www.prenhall.com/goal *An accompanying hard copy Lab Manual with source code Visit:
www.prenhall.com/savitc
Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high schools, this hands-on introduction to
computer science is ideal for people with little or no programming experience. The goal of this
concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help you think like a computer scientist.
You’ll learn how to program—a useful skill by itself—but you’ll also discover how to use
programming as a means to an end. Authors Allen Downey and Chris Mayfield start with the
most basic concepts and gradually move into topics that are more complex, such as recursion
and object-oriented programming. Each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a
college course and includes exercises to help you practice what you’ve learned. Learn one
concept at a time: tackle complex topics in a series of small steps with examples Understand
how to formulate problems, think creatively about solutions, and write programs clearly and
accurately Determine which development techniques work best for you, and practice the
important skill of debugging Learn relationships among input and output, decisions and loops,
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classes and methods, strings and arrays Work on exercises involving word games, graphics,
puzzles, and playing cards
"This book is of computer programming. This edition includes new chapters, reorganized
chapter sections, new programming constructs, new program examples, and all new exercises
and lots of problem-solving practice"-Essential Java serves as an introduction to the programming language, Java, for scientists and
engineers, and can also be used by experienced programmers wishing to learn Java as an
additional language. The book focuses on how Java, and object-oriented programming, can be
used to solve science and engineering problems. Many examples are included from a number
of different scientific and engineering areas, as well as from business and everyday life. Prewritten packages of code are provided to help in such areas as input/output, matrix
manipulation and scientific graphing. Takes a 'dive-in' approach, getting the reader writing and
running programs immediately Teaches object-oriented programming for problem-solving in
engineering and science
Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged
with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab
search for ISBN-10: 0133862119/ISBN-13: 9780133862119. That package includes ISBN-10:
0133766268/ISBN-13: 9780133766264 and ISBN-10: 0133841030 /ISBN-13: 9780133841039.
MyProgrammingLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when
required by an instructor. Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 7e, is
ideal for introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory
programming courses in departments of Computer Science, Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS,
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IT, and Business. It also serves as a useful Java fundamentals reference for programmers.
Students are introduced to object-oriented programming and important concepts such as
design, testing and debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance, and exception
handling. The Java coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key language
features. Objects are covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an emphasis on application
programs over applets. MyProgrammingLab for Java is a total learning package.
MyProgrammingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program that truly
engages students in learning. It helps students better prepare for class, quizzes, and
exams–resulting in better performance in the course–and provides educators a dynamic set of
tools for gauging individual and class progress. Teaching and Learning Experience This
program presents a better teaching and learning experience—for you and your students.
Personalized Learning with MyProgrammingLab: Through the power of practice and immediate
personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab helps students fully grasp the logic, semantics,
and syntax of programming. A Concise, Accessible Introduction to Java: Key Java language
features are covered in an accessible manner that resonates with introductory programmers.
Tried-and-true Pedagogy: Numerous case studies, programming examples, and programming
tips are used to help teach problem-solving and programming techniques. Flexible Coverage
that Fits your Course: Flexibility charts and optional graphics sections allow instructors to order
chapters and sections based on their course needs. Instructor and Student Resources that
Enhance Learning: Resources are available to expand on the topics presented in the text.

This book lays the foundation of programming skills for the computer science
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major, with an early introduction (in Chapter 2) of the basic concepts of objects,
classes, selection and iteration, and how graphics are handled in Java. The rest
of the book builds on this core knowledge base. A major advantage of this book
is that several key topics in the course - including graphical user interfaces
(GUIs), graphics, applets, and exceptions - are presented in optional, stand-alone
appendixes at the back of the text, making it easy for instructors to discuss them
in class in the order that best serves their course objectives. Most of the text's
chapters end with an overview of important areas of professional work and
research in the field of computer science, including discussions of graphics,
artificial intelligence, and database systems.
This book is intended for a one-semester, beginner’s level course on Java
programming. It includes the new features included in JDK1.7. Each of its 16
chapters provide review questions for the readers to self-test their learning. “Try
It Out” programs that enable the readers to develop programs for real life
problems have also been included. Introduction to Java Programming will help
budding programmers solidify their foundation on Java and move on to higher
level topics like Swing, JDBC, Servlets etc. Key Features • Simple presentation
with an in-depth explanation of concepts up to the required level • Complete
programs provided for each concept • New features included in JDK1.7 •
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Updated to J2SE7 • Uses the recently introduced printf() method defined in
Console class instead of the classical statement System.out.println().
For introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory
programming courses in departments of Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and Business. Students are introduced to objectoriented programming and important concepts such as design, testing and
debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance, and exception handling.
The Java coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key
language features. Objects are covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an
emphasis on application programs over applets. Updated for Java 7, the Sixth
Edition contains additional programming projects, case studies, and VideoNotes.
MyProgrammingLab, Pearson's new online homework and assessment tool, is
available with this edition. Subscriptions to MyProgrammingLab are available to
purchase online or packaged with your textbook (unique ISBN). Use the following
ISBNs to purchase MyProgrammingLab: Student Value Edition for Java: An
Introduction to Problem Solving and Programing, 6e, & MyProgrammingLab with
Pearson eText Student access code card for Java: An Introduction to Problem
Solving and Programing, 6e ISBN: 013276606X This package contains the
Student Value Edition for Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and
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Programing, 6e, textbook, an access card for MyProgrammingLab, and the
Pearson eText student access code card forJava: An Introduction to Problem
Solving and Programing, 6e. Purchase instant access to MyProgrammingLab
online.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Data Structures and Problem Solving Using Java takes a practical and
unique approach to data structures that separates interface from implementation.
It is suitable for the second or third programming course. This book provides a
practical introduction to data structures with an emphasis on abstract thinking
and problem solving, as well as the use of Java. It does this through what
remains a unique approach that clearly separates each data structure’s interface
(how to use a data structure) from its implementation (how to actually program
that structure). Parts I (Tour of Java), II (Algorithms and Building Blocks), and III
(Applications) lay the groundwork by discussing basic concepts and tools and
providing some practical examples, while Part IV (Implementations) focuses on
implementation of data structures. This forces the reader to think about the
functionality of the data structures before the hash table is implemented. The
Fourth Edition features many new updates as well as new exercises.
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By emphasizing the application of computer programming not only in success
stories in the software industry but also in familiar scenarios in physical and
biological science, engineering, and applied mathematics, Introduction to
Programming in Java takes an interdisciplinary approach to teaching
programming with the Java(TM) programming language. Interesting applications
in these fields foster a foundation of computer science concepts and
programming skills that students can use in later courses while demonstrating
that computation is an integral part of the modern world. Ten years in
development, this book thoroughly covers the field and is ideal for traditional
introductory programming courses. It can also be used as a supplement or a
main text for courses that integrate programming with mathematics, science, or
engineering.
This book presents a focused and accessible primer on the fundamentals of Java
programming, with extensive use of examples and hands-on exercises. Topics
and features: provides an introduction to variables, input/output and arithmetic
operations; describes objects and contour diagrams, explains selection
structures, and demonstrates how iteration structures work; discusses objectoriented concepts such as overloading and classes methods, and introduces
string variables and processing; illustrates arrays and array processing and
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examines recursion; explores inheritance and polymorphism and investigates
elementary files; presents a primer on graphical input/output, discusses
elementary exception processing, and presents the basics of Javadoc; includes
exercises at the end of each chapter, with selected answers in an appendix and a
glossary of key terms; provides additional supplementary information at an
associated website.
This revision of Dr. D.S. Malik's successful Java Programming text will guarantee a student's
success in the CS1 course by using detailed programming examples and color-coded
programming codes.
For courses in introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory
programming courses in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and
Business. Ideal for a wide range of introductory computer science courses, Java: An
Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 8th Edition introduces students to objectoriented programming and important concepts such as design, testing and debugging,
programming style, interfaces and inheritance, and exception handling. A concise, accessible
introduction to Java, the text covers key Java language features in a manner that resonates
with introductory programmers. Objects are covered early and thoroughly in the text. The
author's tried-and-true pedagogy incorporates numerous case studies, programming
examples, and programming tips, while flexibility charts and optional graphics sections allow
instructors to order chapters and sections based on their course needs. This 8th Edition
incorporates new examples, updated material, and revisions.
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Barron’s AP Computer Science A is completely up-to-date for the May 2020 exam changes.
The course outline and free response questions reflect updates to the topics breakdown and
free-response section. You’ll get the key content review, practice tests, and effective
strategies you need to be prepared for the exam. This edition features: Five full-length practice
tests, including three online One diagnostic test to help you determine which sections you need
to focus on Specific strategies for the AP Computer Science A exam Comprehensive content
review Glossary of useful computer terms
Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, is ideal for introductory Computer
Science courses using Java, and other introductory programming courses in departments of
Computer Science, Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and Business. Students are
introduced to object-oriented programming and important concepts such as design, testing and
debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance, and exception handling. The Java
coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key language features. Objects are
covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an emphasis on application programs over
applets. This program presents a better teaching and learning experience–for you and your
students. A Concise, Accessible Introduction to Java: Key Java language features are covered
in an accessible manner that resonates with introductory programmers. Tried-and-true
Pedagogy: Numerous case studies, programming examples, and programming tips are used to
help teach problem-solving and programming techniques. Flexible Coverage that Fits your
Course: Flexibility charts and optional graphics sections allow instructors to order chapters and
sections based on their course needs. Instructor and Student Resources that Enhance
Learning: Resources are available to expand on the topics presented in the text. The full text
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downloaded to your computer. With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and
phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends Print 5 pages at
a time Compatible for PCs and MACs No expiry (offline access will remain whilst the Bookshelf
software is installed. eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline
through the VitalSource Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via
the iPad/Android app. When the eBook is purchased, you will receive an email with your
access code. Simply go to http://bookshelf.vitalsource.com/ to download the FREE Bookshelf
software. After installation, enter your access code for your eBook. Time limit The VitalSource
products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your VitalSource products
whilst you have your VitalSource Bookshelf installed.
For courses in introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory
programming courses in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and
Business. A Concise, Accessible Introduction to Java Programming Ideal for a wide range of
introductory computer science applications, Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and
Programming, 8th Edition introduces readers to object-oriented programming and important
concepts such as design, testing and debugging, programming style, interfaces and
inheritance, and exception handling. A concise, accessible introduction to Java, the text covers
key Java language features in a manner that resonates with introductory programmers.
Objects are covered early and thoroughly in the text. The author's tried-and-true pedagogy
incorporates numerous case studies, programming examples, and programming tips, while
flexibility charts and optional graphics sections allow readers to review chapters and sections
based on their needs. This 8th Edition incorporates new examples, updated material, and
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revisions. Also available with MyLab Programming MyLab(tm) Programming is an online
learning system designed to engage students and improve results. MyLab Programming
consists of programming exercises correlated to the concepts and objectives in this book.
Through practice exercises and immediate, personalized feedback, MyLab Programming
improves the programming competence of beginning students who often struggle with the
basic concepts of programming languages. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyLab(tm) Programming does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyLab Programming , ask your instructor for the correct package
ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If
you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab Programming , search for:
0134710754 / 9780134710754 Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming
Plus MyLab Programming with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 8/e Package consists
of: 0134462033 / 9780134462035 Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming
0134459865 / 9780134459868 MyLab Programming with Pearson eText--Access Code
Card--for Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson''s MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson''s MyLab & Mastering products. NOTE: Make sure to
use the dashes shown on the Access Card Code when entering the code. Student can use the
URL and phone number below to help answer their questions:
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http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337 Packages Access codes for
Pearson''s MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used
or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may
have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. For
courses in introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory
programming courses in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and
Business. This package includes MyLab Programming. A Concise, Accessible Introduction to
Java Programming Ideal for a wide range of introductory computer science applications, Java:
An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 8th Edition introduces readers to objectoriented programming and important concepts such as design, testing and debugging,
programming style, interfaces and inheritance, and exception handling. A concise, accessible
introduction to Java, the text covers key Java language features in a manner that resonates
with introductory programmers. Objects are covered early and thoroughly in the text. The
author''s tried-and-true pedagogy incorporates numerous case studies, programming
examples, and programming tips, while flexibility charts and optional graphics sections allow
readers to review chapters and sections based on their needs. This 8th Edition incorporates
new examples, updated material, and revisions. Personalize learning with MyLab
Programming. MyLab(tm) Programming is an online learning system designed to engage
students and improve results. MyLab Programming consists of programming exercises
correlated to the concepts and objectives in this book. Through practice exercises and
immediate, personalized feedback, MyLab Programming improves the programming
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competence of beginning students who often struggle with the basic concepts of programming
languages. 0134756401 / 9780134756400 Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and
Programming, Student Value Edition Plus MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText - Access
Card Package, 8/e Package consists of: 0134448391 / 9780134448398 Java: An Introduction
to Problem Solving and Programming, Student Value Edition, 8/e 0134459865 /
9780134459868 MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Java: An
Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 8/e

This package contains Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 6e,
an access code for MyProgrammingLab, and a Pearson eText student access code
card for Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 6e. Java: An
Introduction to Problem Solving and Programming, 6e, is ideal for introductory
Computer Science courses using Java, and other introductory programming courses in
departments of Computer Science, Computer Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and Business.
Students are introduced to object-oriented programming and important concepts such
as design, testing and debugging, programming style, interfaces inheritance, and
exception handling. The Java coverage is a concise, accessible introduction that covers
key language features. Objects are covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an
emphasis on application programs over applets. MyProgrammingLab is a database of
programming exercises correlated to specific Pearson CS1/Intro to Programming
textbooks. The exercises are short, focused on a particular programming topic, and are
assignable and automatically evaluated. MyProgrammingLab provides immediate,
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personalized feedback which helps students master the syntax, semantics and basic
usage of the programming language, freeing instructors to focus on problem-solving
strategies, design and analysis, abstraction, algorithms, and style. Learn more at
www.myprogramminglab.com.
This package contains the Student Value Edition for Java: An Introduction to Problem
Solving and Programing, 6e, an access card for MyProgrammingLab, and the Pearson
eText student access code card for Java: An Introduction to Problem Solving and
Programing, 6e. For introductory Computer Science courses using Java, and other
introductory programming courses in departments of Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, CIS, MIS, IT, and Business. Students are introduced to object-oriented
programming and important concepts such as design, testing and debugging,
programming style, interfaces inheritance, and exception handling. The Java coverage
is a concise, accessible introduction that covers key language features. Objects are
covered thoroughly and early in the text, with an emphasis on application programs
over applets. Updated for Java 7, the Sixth Edition contains additional programming
projects, case studies, and VideoNotes.MyProgrammingLab, Pearson's new online
homework and assessment tool, is available with this edition.
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